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News from the University of Dallas Eugene Constantin Rome Campus at Due Santi

WHY ROME MATTERS
Robert DuPree

Irving Director of Libraries & Research
Director of the Rome Campus 1975-77

In the list of works that every UD
student studies, one is conspicu-
ously absent. I do not mean some
great thinker’s writings, but that text
we call “Rome.” Though most do,
not all of our students have the
opportunity to experience Rome
directly. Nevertheless, it is a “core”
text in a very real sense: the subtext
or implied text behind everything
else we contemplate. This state-
ment is true of Rome in a way not
even predicable of Athens or
Jerusalem, as essential as those
two cities are to the culture we call
“Western,” for “Rome” is the name
that has given it historicity and uni-
versality. To make a slightly blas-
phemous comparison, one could
say that Rome is a circle whose cir-
cumference is nowhere and whose
center is everywhere. Rome is
where the word that was not yet
called “Europe” became flesh.

I am not calling Rome a text in some
metaphorical sense. I would define
text as “a  set of instructions that
leads one to meaning,” and the
name of this great city has been a
guiding ideal for millennia. For fif-
teen hundred years it was the sym-
bolic seat of what was called
“Christendom,” and before that it
represented an empire which
brought peace and prosperity to the
world. It remains the symbol of
some larger human enterprise that
can change the world. As part of the
core curriculum, it is our text of
texts, our core of cores, and every
student should experience it not
only as history or in imagination but
in the living reality of its crowded
streets, its famous buildings, and its
example of the transformative
power of tradition. 

University of Dallas freshmen who assume that the school’s Roman
Catholic identity will manifest itself in a safely pious curriculum are soon
disabused of their error: by October they have witnessed manslaughtering
Achilles chasing after a god, bed-hopping Odysseus lying at every turn, and
skeptical Socrates questioning common religious beliefs. The Core—cen-
tered around Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Thucydides, Herodotus, Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Euclid, Phidias, and Praxiteles—may
seem better suited to pagan Greece’s youth than Christendom’s. Of course,
many of the best Christian minds, beginning with St. Paul, who preached to
the Athenians about "the unknown god," have grappled with Greek thought
in the light of Revelation, an encounter Pope Benedict XVI in his recent
Regensburg address argued was essential. Still, UD’s philhellenism is dis-
tinct, among both Catholic and other universities. There are, for example,
hundreds of study abroad programs in Italy for Americans, but only one has
all its students travel to Greece for eight days.

The Greece trip for many Romers is the highlight of the semester, if not of
their undergraduate careers, and for decades after they tell stories of the
disco and foot races in Olympia, of night swims in the sparkling Aegean in
the fall and welts from plastic bats during Orthodox carnival, of performing
at the Theater of Epidauros and ascending the Acropolis in Athens, of views
of the wine-dark sea from the Upper Palamede in Nafplion and of Mount
Parnassus from the Temple of Apollo, of faculty and students getting to
know each other while discussing philosophy and history and poetry over a
glass of ouzo, of heroic gyro-eating contests and legendary misadventures.
And accompanying the students’ excitement, maybe inextricably part of it, 
continued on page 2

Deep Brow’d Homer’s Demesne
by Dr. Andrew Moran, Visiting Assistant Professor of English



continued from page 1
is the recognition that the Greece trip culminates UD’s core
curriculum and that both in that core and on this trip students
participate in something important and extraordinary. They
are making an intellectual and cultural pilgrimage over
2,000 years old, following the path of Cicero and Virgil, fel-
low travellers from Italy who have also immersed them-
selves in all things Greek.

Yet as indebted as the Romans were to the Greeks, they also
distrusted them. When Aeneas tells Dido to “beware of
Greeks bearing gifts,” he is speaking not only of the wood-
en horse. The Romans’ ancestors in Troy are undone by
“Achaean stagecraft,” by the Greek actor Sinon, and Virgil
is warning his audience of Greek cultural influence. That
Latin stereotype of the Greeks as duplicitous (the Greek
stereotype of the Latins, by the way, is that they are dimwit-
ted) is present also in Dante. Homer’s lovable rogue
Odysseus will be transformed into his infernal deceiver
Ulysses. Even the Renaissance’s enthusiasm for the classi-
cal world will be largely directed towards Rome, and well
into the nineteenth century European education will center
around the Latin classics.  

Only with the Romantic movement in the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries is there a decisive turn towards
Greece. In response to some of the tensions and difficulties
of the modern world, artists and writers found in ancient
Greece an ideal of life in which one could rediscover a path
to intellectual and spiritual harmony. The Germans, who
even had a term for this idealization, Griechenthusiasmus,
saw themselves as the new Greeks and their French rivals as
the new Romans. So too in James Joyce’s Ulysses Stephen
Dedalus conceives of the Irish as latter-day Greeks—poetic
and philosophical, but politically fractious—and their
English conquerors as modern Romans—stolid imperialists
adept at constructing sewage systems  (W.B. Yeats went
even farther: he told his son’s schoolmaster to teach him
only Greek since the Romans were “the classical deca-
dence.”). But the British too turned enthusiastically toward
Greece, especially liberals, who identified with Athenian
democracy, and the Romantic poets, such as John Keats,
who through a translation
of "deep-brow'd Homer"
beheld "a new planet
swim" into his imagina-
tion.

Thus, UD students, by
devoting themselves to
the study of the Greeks,
are engaging in some-
thing old and something
new. In that respect they
participate in a project
that is at the very heart of
Western Civilization, the
continual returning to the
classical world so that its
wisdom may be reappro-
priated and the contemporary world revitalized. And while
on the Greece trip, as they gape in wonder at Mycenae, the
Acropolis, Delphi, and other ancient sites, almost all stu-
dents realize, or more deeply realize, what a treasure is this
inheritance, how distinct is UD’s core which preserves it,
and how blessed they are to receive it. 
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Brother-sister team John and Kathleen Rhodes enjoy the Fall ‘06
Greece Trip.  John is serving as a Rome Assistant during the
2006-07 academic year; Kathleen was a Rome student.

The Flag of Modern Greece on the
Athenian Acropolis
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Greece is the Word!
The Spring Greece Trip, March 1st-10th, 2007

DAY ONE: We begin with a bus trip from the Due Santi campus
to Bari and include a stop at the Church of St. Nicholas of Bari before
boarding the boat for Patras, Greece.

DAY TWO: Once in Greece we stop at the Church of St. Andrew
in Patras and visit the Archeological Museum of Ancient Olympia. A
evening of Greek Folk Dancing in Olympia brings this day to an
exciting conclusion.

DAY THREE: After a morning at the Archaeological Site of
Ancient Olympia and its historic Stadium, we head northward to the
mountain village of Delphi and upon arrival begin our exploration of
this city’s artistic and archaeological splendors.

DAY FOUR: We devote the morning to a visit of the impressive
Museum and Archaeological Site at Delphi, including the renowned
Temple of Apollo. The afternoon program includes a stop at the
Greek monastery of Hosios Loukas and a triumphant ride into
Athens.

DAYS FIVE & SIX: Once in Athens, we visit any number of
famous sites, from the Pnyx Hill, Agora, Acropolis, and Theater of
Dionysos to the treasures of the National Archaeological Museum.  A
trek up the great Hill of Lykabettos, a private concert of Greek Folk
Music and excursions to Piraeus are also on the schedule.

DAY SEVEN: Leaving Athens, we stop at the Archaeological

Site and  Museum of Ancient Corinth before visiting the majestic city
of Ancient Mycenae. This day ends in the beautiful seaside town of
Nafplion, once the capital of modern Greece.

DAY EIGHT: Still in Nafplion, we make a short bus journey to
the extraordinary Theatre of Epidauros and to Nafplion’s own
Palamidi Castle.

DAYS NINE & TEN: Now heading homeward, we retrace our
path back to the port of Patras for the return voyage to Italy and the
road leading back to Due Santi.

UD Rome students “train” for the Greece trip by taking part in the
Geek Olympics which includes grueling (and art historically 

challenging) events like shaving cream sculpting!

by Chelsea Davis, 
Rome Student Fall ‘06

I fell in love in Rome. To be clear, my love interest is the one
and only Italian cappuccino.  Italian cappuccino has plenty of
favorable qualities: the little cups, the frothy milk, the wake-
you-up factor, the atmosphere of a cappuccino bar, and the
little cookies (biscotti) that sometimes accompany your

drink. I’m most impressed, how-
ever, with the price of this love-

ly drink! As a poor traveling
college student I was
always on the hunt for the
best cappuccino at the
most affordable price. To
pay euro 1.50 (about
$2.00) is pretty normal
everywhere, whereas at

Termini Station you can pay
up to euro 2.50 (or $3.25). To

find something at euro 1.00 (or $1.30) is truly exciting, and
if you find one for less you are in the realm of myth. One of
my more memorable cappuccinos was drunk at a caffé in
Trastevere while I painted watercolors of the balconies over-
looking a piazza. Another one was from a little roadside caffé
in Assisi on the walk home from the hermitage of St. Francis
of Assisi. The little bar across from campus on the Via Appia
was a delightful late find, especially during final exam week!
The best and cheapest cappuccino I found in Rome, though,
was hiding right under my nose all semester long! And it
actually took going to Paris to find it. You see, in Paris my
friends and I discovered a love to rival the cappuccino, and
that was the French crêpe. The return trip to Rome seemed at
first desolate and unfair on this account, until we remem-
bered that next to one of our favorite gelato places in
Rome—The Old Bridge, off of Piazza Risorgimento near
Saint Peter’s—there was indeed a French-type crêpe caffé.
Now, in truth, I can't tell you the name or really even recom-
mend their crêpes, because I was immediately conquered by
their exceptional cappuccino. The fact is that you can enjoy
an excellent 80 eurocent ($1.00) cappuccino there - even sit-
ting down! The atmosphere isn't so bad either with jars of
Nutella stacked high along the counter and a view of the
Vatican walls outside the window. 

Cappuccino By The Old
Bridge
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Changes & Upgrades
Planned for Rome Campus
Library
Plans are underway for some changes on the Due Santi
Campus. For several years, we have been planning the ren-
ovation of our very confined library space as well as the
expansion of the book collection and the addition of check-
in/check-out and security systems. Now, thanks to the joint
efforts of the Rome Campus administration and Irving
Library Services, the upgrades and renovations are well
under way.

The Rome Directors consider these changes to be a top pri-
ority for the academic program. Additionally,  summer pro-
grams and scholars who utilize the campus will likewise
find great benefit in these changes. The upgrades and reno-
vations of the physical space will accomplish the following
goals:  providing better access to the current library collec-
tion;  integrating Rome's collection into that of the Irving

library; creating new study and classroom space; strength-
ening library security through the use of electronic tagging
and check-in/out systems; expanding current computer
facilities for better access to online journals, libraries and
Blackboard; and improving the general architectural space
through new shelving, lighting, acoustical upgrades and fin-
ishing work. All are hopeful that the project will be com-
pleted by Spring of 2008. 

Rendering of Rome Campus Library Renovations - by Architect Vincenzo Vannini

Calling all UD Rome Alums!
We want to know what you’re up to!  

If you’re a UD Rome alum, we’d love
to hear about your Rome experience.
Did your time in Rome change you
personally or professionally?  Email us
at udallas@udrome.it and tell us your
story.  We want to hear from you!  
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If you think that the only place to see special
effects is in The Matrix, then think again.
Rome, the Eternal City, is filled with jaw-
dropping stunts - bodies whirling through
space at light speed, saints experiencing out-
of-body rapture, and architecture designed
for another world. This is not just decora-
tion, this is not just religious zeal, and it's not
just "old Europe's old art".  This IS  Roman
Baroque and even today it provides a show-
stopping, no-holds-barred spectacle that's
meant to convince viewers that they have
traveled to an another reality! In order to be
persuaded by the Roman Baroque experi-
ence, you have to shed your beliefs in effi-
ciency, economy, and the remote control,
but having done that, you'll never be the
same again. 

Rome is the Zion of the Baroque. It all start-
ed here in the I7th century when such artists
as Gianlorenzo Bernini, Francesco
Borromini, and Michelangelo Merisi da
Caravaggio envisioned a world that wasn't
limited by the bounds of time, space, or mat-
ter.  Take Bernini's ravishing St. Theresa in
Ecstasy as an example. In the Cornaro
Chapel of Santa Maria della Vittoria,
Bernini, the master of all materials, shaped
stone, wood, gold, and even light in such a
way as to convince viewers that they were
witnessing the moment of Saint Theresa's
'transverberation' with God.  It's religious

theater optimus maximus, a moment of
sheer spectacle.  The sainted Theresa, over-
come with pleasure and pain as an angel of
fire pierces her body and soul, floats weight-
less on a cloud and is filled with the divine
love of God!  As our mouths gape, unable to
believe that marble floats and that Theresa
has been in this position for centuries, we
can't help but notice that the saint, utterly
rapturous, is oblivious to her sculpted
onlookers who are perched in opera boxes
within the chapel. 

Outside the church, once again in the terra
firma matrix, one can stroll down the
Quirinal Hill and partake in an equally pow-
erful transcendence at the church of San
Carlo alle Quattro Fontane.  This small but
exquisite church was designed by Bernini's
archrival, Francesco Borromini.  In contrast
to Bernini, who left no surface unadorned in
his efforts to generate a divine experience,
Borromini's primary tool in rendering the
heavenly realm was light itself.  The all-
white stuccoed interior of his church is an
exercise in restraint.  Time evaporates here
and thanks to Borromini's expert manipula-
tion of space and natural light, the church
seems to glow and pulse, transporting us to

another dimension.  The metaphysical expe-
rience first soothes, then slowly stimulates
both mind and body.  Here the vastness of
the universe is summarized and given
human proportions, and one can hardly help
but contemplate the supernatural.

The supernatural becomes the hyper-real
when one gazes upon the paintings of
Baroque's bad boy, Caravaggio.  Known to
have killed a man in a bar fight, this radical
and  rebellious painter single-handedly rev-
olutionized the depiction of religious
themes in the early 17C.  Caravaggio's
extraordinary empathy and innate talent
allowed him to create paintings that open
doors to a world that's more a parallel uni-
verse than a painted contrivance.  The paint-
ings invite us to step into highly staged
scenes; they ask us to sympathize with their
characters and to feel their pain; above all,
Caravaggio's paintings persuade us to
believe that the events they depict are hap-
pening in our present-day world.  In the
Calling of Saint Matthew, painted for a
chapel in San Luigi dei Francesi, we see a
room that appears to be an extension of our
own space.  There's a table surrounded by
the rough and tumble characters modeled
on Caravaggio's notorious street punk
friends.  At the far right, Christ enters the
room, raises his arm, and points to Matthew,
calling him to become his disciple.  The dis-
belief shown on Matthew's face lets us
know that he's as awestruck at being chosen
for a religious mission, as we are surprised
at being let into this melodramatic moment. 

The Baroque “Reloaded” in Rome

Gianlorenzo Bernini, St. Theresa in
Ecstasy, 1647-52

Francesco Borromini, Dome of San
Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, begun
1634-37

Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, 
The Calling of St. Matthew, 1599-1600



Finding Keats
by Christopher Brown, Rome Student Fall ‘06

An unassuming cemetery lies off the seldom-traveled Metro B-line of Rome's subway
system. Few UD students have reason to roam around this part of town, simply because
not many ancient monuments remain there, and because it lacks other obvious attrac-
tions. I myself never ventured north of Termini on the B-line, because nearly every-
thing of interest is on the A-line: the Vatican, the Spanish Steps, the Church of St. John
Lateran, ending with the lovely Anagnina  metro station, where one boards the Cotral
bus to the Due Santi campus. The Colosseum was the extent of my experience on the
B-line until I discovered how to reach Rome's Protestant Cemetery. The cemetery is
just two stops from the Colosseum, heralded by the Pyramid of Gaius Cestius, which
gives the subway stop its name: "Piramide." The cemetery is not well-marked except
for the pyramid's prominence. There are no signs to direct tourists inside, and the gate
is somewhat easy to miss. But once inside, all the troubles and efforts of the trip are
rewarded, for inside are the graves of two of the world's great poets. A lone signpost at
the entrance gave ambiguous directions to the notable residents: Keats to the left,
Shelley's remains ahead. As I wandered from one monument to another, I realized that
I seemed to be the only soul in the cemetery—I could not see or hear anyone else. My
meanderings led me to the grave of John Keats, for which I had been searching and
now had found. Alone, I sat down, retrieved my collection of British poetry from my
bag, and began to read aloud the "Ode on a Grecian Urn"—from Keats, to Keats. 
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University of Dallas students
are wisely taught not merely to
“do” but to reflect upon what is
being done, and the retreat
experience that is offered while
the students are on the Rome
campus aims to implement this
maxim.  Making these retreats
silent is one of the keys to their
consistent success over the
years.
From the earliest days of the
Due Santi Campus, when
Msgr. Nevin Klinger (now
long since back in his Diocese
of Allentown, Pennsylvania!)
was the campus chaplain, the men’s and women’s
retreats have served as a hallmark of the Rome semester.
Using a wide variety of biblical themes, the Due Santi
chaplaincy – working in tandem with the wonderful
assistance of the seminarians of the North American
College for the men’s retreat and that of the formation
sisters of the Sisters of Mercy for the women’s retreat –
compels the students to a more solemn consideration of
where and to what God may be calling them.
These retreats have as their setting the Divino Maestro
Retreat House, which must be seen to be fully appreciat-

ed. The facility is located high
above Lake Albano and offers
a splendid view of the lake and
of the the Papal Palace of
Castel Gandolfo, giving stu-
dents the opportunity to make
their retreat in great solitude
and beauty.
The experience of a spiritual
retreat, especially in the aus-
terity of silence, is an altogeth-
er new experience for many
students, who characterize it
as "truly spiritually uplifting"
and as "a highlight of the
Rome semester."

We are frequently reminded that this new generation of col-
lege students have grown up surrounded by the sounds
(read: noise!) of the many things going on around them. We
are told that their natural preference may well be toward
“multi-tasking”, to the point that silence just cannot work for
them. To my great satisfaction, I have found the contrary to
be true! Indeed, it has been of great personal interest to see
how the spirit of silence is magnetic for these students.
Though some find the silence to be difficult at first, by the
end of the retreat, almost everyone agrees that it is the part
of the retreat experience that the students most treasure! 

The breathtaking view across Lake Albano from the Divino
Maestro Retreat House 

The Grave of Keats 

UD Rome's Silent Retreats at Divino Maestro
by Monsignor Thomas Fucinaro, Rome Chaplain 
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Following a very ancient custom, UD students often
find it useful to master the fine art of Italian gesture
as part of their Rome experience. For the newly
arrived whose command of Italian is still weak, speak-
ing with one’s hands and facial expressions can some-
times be the only way to communicate with the out-
side world. The ability to count numbers vigorously in
the air or draw a makeshift map on one’s palm may
make the difference, in fact, between being rich and
poor in Euros at the end of any given shopping day in
Rome, or being lost and found on a weekend road-trip
into the Italian countryside. Besides serving as a nec-
essary tool for foreigners, gesturing is also something
typically Italian—a firmly established social custom
that helps to grease the wheels of daily human com-
merce and electrify the air with a sense of drama. To
take one example, when someone draws four fingers

together to meet the thumb and
then raises the hand rather men-
acingly in mid-air toward another
person, this means that this per-
son’s plea is terribly urgent. It
means: Wise up, buddy, and fast,
or I might just die and take you
with me! And the more the air is
gripped and tugged upward and
downward in rhythmic motion,
the more pressing and desperate
the question is.  This is a one of
the many gestures that go back
several centuries in Italian life,
back to Roman times and even as
far back as the Greeks of

Southern Italy and Sicily.
Similarly, one can configure
the hand to say something
along the lines of: Your face
is as beautiful as a freshly
laid egg. This gesture is exe-
cuted by bringing the thumb
and index finger together in
such a way as to simulate an
egg (or perhaps an olive), and
then gently tracing or brush-
ing this shape along the con-
tours of the face, starting
from the cheeks and moving
slowly downward toward the chin. Oddly enough, it is
a compliment of the highest order—a rather coy state-
ment about the beholder’s wonder at the beauty
(bellezza) of another, owing to the perfect ovality and
proportionality of the face. This gesture probably
started in Ancient Greece before being adopted by the
Ancient Romans and then encoded into the Italian sys-
tem of nonverbal communication for good. Today it
functions as a supplement to the Italian dictionary,
adding a furtive and theatrical touch to what—if spo-
ken aloud—might actually represent an affront to
accepted mores and modern sensibilities. There are
hundreds of Italian gestures that work in this very
way, suggestively and sometimes subversively, while
others simply serve to reinforce, amplify and shape
daily conversations. Either way, the urge to gesture is
simply contagious in this land, both for the Italians
themselves and for foreigners who feel drawn the
richness of local history and culture.

Wise up, buddy, and 
fast, or I might just die
and take you with me!

Your face is as beautiful 
as a freshly laid egg!

Past and Present: Saying the Unsayable

by Anne Johnson
Rome Student 2000,
Rome Assistant 2003-04, Rome
Coordinator of Student Life 2004-05

Does UD’s Rome
semester prepare
students for the
“real world?”
Rome is so many
things, and most
often people dis-
cuss the importance
of Rome in terms of

the educational experience and the
opportunity for personal growth.
Without sounding completely utilitari-
an, I would say also that the Rome
semester is a great resume builder.

Believe it or not, the skills gained from
studying for quizzes and reading the
classics while standing on packed
Albano buses equips UD grads to excel
in the workplace.
My fast-paced life in a Washington, DC
office often reminds me of my time in
Rome. The stressful and deadline-ori-
ented nature of the workplace is not
unlike the Rome semester. Writing
essays on trains is like having a great
business idea on your commute home
and jotting it down on the used post-it
note you find at the bottom of your bag.
Rome teaches students how to live
under pressure - one learns how to pro-
duce the best product with limited
resources and only a few good hours to
put it together. The working world

operates in a similar way. The differ-
ence is that UD students are prepared
for the workplace with the Great
Books, not marketing textbooks.

Rome is obviously much more than a
career planning semester. Rome means
ancient buildings, fresh food and stand-
ing up to drink the best coffee in the
world. Rome is where you lace up your
boots to walk as a student to an on-site
class and as a pilgrim to the home of
the Church.  Rome students are lucky
because they take an in-depth study of
the liberal arts and a great deal of prac-
tical experience with them when they
enter the “real world.”

Anne Johnson is Manager of Development
Research at the Heritage Foundation in

Washington DC

UD Rome Meets the “Real World”
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What News
from Marsilio
Ficino?
by Dr. Douglas W. Hadley,
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Philosophy

“How is your soul today, friend?” This
is a question worthy of all great
philosophers.  But it was particularly
dear to Renaissance Italy's Marsilio
Ficino—a 15th-century philosopher,
priest, translator, and kindly teacher
who appeared (through lecture-incan-
tation of course) on the recent UD
Rome trip to Northern Italy. If you had
met Ficino before, this question would
be a familiar one, for in some form or
another it seemed always to be on
Ficino’s mind. You would expect to
hear it as he wended his way through

Renaissance Florence, conversing with
the city’s youth or running intellectual
errands for his patrons, the Medici. You
would expect to hear it in one of the
many texts that this most prolific
author wrote. If you’d never met Ficino
before (or are only hearing about him
now), you would soon see that this
question was genuine. For one thing,
we have reports that this man’s entire
demeanor shone with heartfelt concern
for the better part of Man which we call
“soul”. For another, while he directed
his thought to a wide variety of intel-
lectual topics and ranged far and wide
in commenting on (even translating)
pagan and Christian works alike
(indeed, he showed an unflinching
commitment to learning with open
mind and heart from both the “gold” of
grace and the “silver” of nature), he
returned time and time again to this
single question: how are our souls
changing, growing, improving,
through all that we say, do, think, and
believe? His most significant written
work, sub-titled “The Immortality of
Souls”, maintains the same thesis that
we find throughout his corpus: to
return to the Divine is humankind’s
single-most important aim.  Hence we
must care for “soul” above all. Yet it is
in his letters (written in vast numbers!)
that we find his greatest emphasis upon
the soul’s importance. The soul
emerges in Ficino’s correspondence as
divinely and practically vital, whether
he is writing to the Pope or to fellow
priests, to famous intellectuals across

the continent or to a close friend on the
other side of the city, to Venetian
knights, to poets, to fellow philoso-
phers and theologians, to Mankind, to
orators, to his patrons and other politi-
cal leaders, even to fathers giving their
daughters’ hands away in marriage. In
all cases, Ficino holds up the soul’s
present condition and eternal fate as
relevant for all humanity; readers are
continually reminded that the soul con-
stitutes their true nature, that to ensure
its well-being is to ensure one’s truest
well-being. As our own Monsignor
Fucinaro so cogently and powerfully
put it in a recent convocation ceremo-
ny here on campus: the whole of our
diverse efforts at the University of
Dallas is intended to accomplish one
thing alone, namely, to enable one's
deeper participation in the spiritual life.
It is an old, old exhortation, one
explained, defended, and celebrated by
many fellow-pilgrims walking this
same road. Marsilio Ficino was sharing
this message with his generation long
ago—and is still doing so.  So, how is
your soul today, friend?
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Marsilio Ficino (far left) and other
Florentine intellectuals depicted in the
Tornabuoni Chapel in Santa Maria
Novella, Florence
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